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Background 

During the Second World War, more than 40,000 sappers took part in operations ranging from field 

engineers, tunnellers, railway troops and foresters. This short presentation will focus on the Field Engineer’s involvement during the Italian Campaign. The Italian campaign is often called the 

"Engineers war" due to the large amount of enemy obstacles and minefields they cleared to open 

the way for an Allied victory. 

OPERATION HUSKY 

General 

Allied forces invaded Sicily, under the Code name Operation HUSKY. The 1st Canadian Division was 

part of the British 8th Army during the invasion, under the command of General Bernard 

Montgomery.  The goal of Operation Husky was to relieve pressure on the eastern front and open 

up the Mediterranean shipping lanes for allied merchant shipping. The 1st Canadian Division was 

supported by three field companies: the 1st Field Company, 3rd Field Company and the 4th Field 

Company, as well as the 2nd Field Park Company. There were also small tunnelling detachments. 

Approximately 200,000 Italians, organized into four frontline infantry divisions, along with inferior 

coastal divisions and brigades, defended Sicily.  There were also some 32,000 German troops 

organized into two divisions and supporting brigades. The combined Allied army was initially 

160,000 strong with troops from the U.S.A, Britain and Canada, along with smaller numbers of Free 

French Forces. There was also considerable air and naval support. 

The Attack 

Before the landings, small parties of Sappers gathered information on purposed landing beaches 

and locations of coastal defences and patrols. It was hazardous work but greatly important for the 

landing planners. Small parties of Sappers were attached to the Infantry, ready to land on the 

beaches and blow any obstacles they encountered. The British 8th Army hit the beach near Pachino 

where the Canadians had the left flank of the landing. The landings were relatively unopposed and 

went well. 

With the infantry safely ashore, the Sappers were able to regroup and start to lay tracks on the 

beach for vehicle traffic, while also clearing small minefields and destroying captured enemy guns 

and fortifications. Canadian engineers also assisted the British with rebuilding of Pachino airfield. 

By the end of the day on 10 July the Canadian beachhead was two miles deep. The field companies 

of Engineers were moved up and each was attached to an infantry brigade for the upcoming march 

to the hills. Once in the hills, the Sappers provided close support to the infantry. The roads were in 

rough shape while bridges and culverts were blown and there were mines everywhere. Simply 

keeping the roads open was a massive task demanding hard work and courage. In every action 



sappers provided a key role. By 21 July, the infantry had reached Leonforte and the advance 

companies had entered the town. The sappers of the 1st Field Company, still under fire and 

observation, built a Bailey bridge that allowed tanks and troops to cross over and up into the hills 

and into the town to finish the fight. It was the first Bailey Bridge built under fire in wartime. On 22 

July, a sapper party from 1st Field Company took out a machine gun position and took 20 POWs on 

the same day the town of Leonforte fell to the Allies. It took six weeks for the island to fall to the 

Allies.  

Outcome 

The resulting invasion of the Island of Sicily gave the allies a foothold for the mainland invasion of 

the mainland of Italy. This action diverted 20% of the German army from the Eastern Front to 

defend southern Europe. The Invasion of Sicily also saw a large portion of the Italian army captured 

as some 115,000 Italian troops were taken prisoner by the Allies. 

OPERATION BAYTOWN 

Background 

Following the fall of Sicily, the British 8th Army - including the 1st Canadian Division - landed on the toe  of mainland Italy on  Sept 19 .The code name for this landing was Operation BAYTOWN. 

While the Italian Government signed the armistice on 8 Sept 1943, the German forces still prepared 

to defend Italy without Italian assistance and had some 365,000 German troops staged in Italy for 

the defense. 

The German army had created six defensive lines: VOLTURNO, BARBARA, GUSTAV, BERNHARDT, 

HITLER, and the GOTHIC lines. By December 1943, the Germans had retreated to the BERNHARDT 

line, across the narrowest part of the Italian Peninsula in an attempt to halt the Allied invasion. 

German engineers had reinforced the natural terrain by demolishing bridges south of the line. At 

this stage Canadian Engineers of the 1st Canadian Division were already committed to restoring the 

routes by building bridges, clearing minefields (that were often booby-trapped), and other tasks to 

allow the forward movement of tanks and heavy transport vehicles. 

The Attack 

By 21 December 1943, the Canadians had entered Ortona, the eastern anchor of the BERNHARDT 

Line. The town was defended by German troops of the 1st Parachute Division. 

The Germans had concealed various machine guns and anti-tank emplacements throughout the 

town making movement by amour and infantry increasingly difficult. With heavy house-to-house 

fighting, the Royal Canadian Engineers had developed a technique of moving between adjoining 

buildings using a technique called mouse holing’, literally blasting holes though walls of adjoining 

buildings. This avoided the need for troops to enter the dangerous streets. With much of the town 

destroyed the retreating Germans started to booby- trap the rubble in the streets. 

On 28 December, the German troops finally withdrew from the town. The Canadians had suffered 

1,375 dead. 



Outcome 

The Battle of Ortona is often referred to by Canadians who fought there as Bloody December" 

because of the numerous causalities taken in and around the town. When the town fell, it allowed 

the 1st Canadian Division and the 1st Canadian Armored Brigade to move forward towards the 

"Winter Line". 

ASSAULT ON THE WINTER LINE  and THE CROSSING THE 

MELFA RIVER. 

Background 

The Winter Line was a series of already pre-established defensive lines made of the BERNHARDT, 

HITLER and the GUSTAV Lines. The Winter Line proved to be a major obstacle for the Allies at the 

end of 1943. After the liberation of Ortona, the Allies needed to break through the Winter Line. The 

Line was made up of minefields, dug-in Panther tank turrets, and reinforced concrete pill boxes. 

The minefields were 200 feet deep with heavy barbed wire fences on either side. 

The Attack 

The attacks were supported by over 800 artillery guns.  Under the cover of darkness, the sappers 

started to breach gaps in the mine fields with the 4th Field Company in the center, 1st Field Company 

on the right, and 3rd Field Company on the left of the advance. The sappers worked through the 

night using the cover of darkness and often worked over 400 yards away from the infantry that 

were their protection. 

By the following night, the line was breached and tanks from the 5th Canadian Armoured Division 

rushed towards the Melfa River. When the 5th Canadian Armoured Division reached the river, the 

sappers attached to the tank squadrons began work on creating a crossing. They used explosive 

charges to blow the banks of the river to create a crossing suitable for tanks. Once the crossing was 

open sappers and tanks crossed the river and secured a bridgehead on the far bank and allowing 

the rest of the amour to cross the river. 

Outcome 

With the allies across the river and reinforced by armored units, the Canadians prepared for the 

assault on the GOTHIC Line.  

OPERATION OLIVE 

Background 

The last main defensive line the German forces occupied was the GOTHIC Line. The Gothic Line was 

a 16 km deep by 300 km long stretch of heavily fortified positions. On 25 Aug the Allies launched 

Operation OLIVE, which was the assault on the GOTHIC Line, 16 kilometers deep and 300 

kilometres wide with minefields, demolitions and heavily fortified positions. 



The Attack 

Five days before the assault, the Royal Canadian Engineers were busy with preparing routes and 

clearing mines for the assault on the line. Sappers lifted mine fields, built a 40-foot Bailey bridge as 

well as an additional 80-foot Bailey bridge. The bridge sites were very restricted and covered by 

enemy fire and observation. The sappers also often built tracks beside the roads that were badly 

cratered, thus allowing the divisions traffic to follow the assaulting infantry. When the assault 

began it was met with mixed success. The German defenders were caught by surprise but their 

resistance was brutal. 

Sappers worked through the night of August 30th clearing minefields where they suffered 

significant casualties. 

Outcome 

By the end of Operation OLIVE, some 40,000 troops on both sides had given their lives. The GOTHIC 

Line fell to the Allies in early September 1944, but there was more fighting ahead though the rainy 

and muddy fall and winter months. The 1st Canadian Corps left Italy in February 1945 to join 1st 

Canadian Army in Holland.  The Germans fought on and finally signed the instrument of surrender 

on 29 April 1945 to end hostilities in Italy on 2 May 1945.  
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